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We present the first findings of the silicon vacancy related centers identified in the non-irradiated 6H-SiC
nanostructure using the electron spin resonance (ESR) and electrically-detected (ED) ESR technique. This planar
6H-SiC nanostructure represents the ultra-narrow p-type quantum well confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped
with boron on the surface of the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) wafer. The new EDESR technique by measuring the only
magnetoresistance of the 6H-SiC nanostructure under the high frequency generation from the δ-barriers appears
to allow the identification of the isolated silicon vacancy centers as well as the triplet center with spin state S = 1.
The same triplet center that is characterized by the large value of the zero-field splitting constant D and anisotropic
g-factor is revealed by the ESR (X-band) method. The hyperfine (HF) lines in the ESR and EDESR spectra
originating from the HF interaction with the 14 N nucleus seem to attribute this triplet center to the N−VSi defect.

1. Introduction

2. Results

Recently the N−VSi (S = 1) defect in the diamond,
silicon carbide 4H- and 6H-SiC structures became to be of
interest as a qubit for quantum computing operations owing
to the possibility to control the coherent spin processes
at room temperature [1–5]. However, up to now the
N−VSi defect and other silicon vacancy related centers were
introduced into these wide gap semiconductors only by the
neutron, proton and electron irradiation with subsequent
thermal annealing. Therefore the preparation of samples
containing the only N−VSi defects and isolated silicon
vacancies for the realization of the qubit versions has been
always difficult because of the different defects created
under this irradiation which are able to give rise to the
non-radiative recombination.
In present work we demonstrate the results of the
electron spin resonance (ESR) and electrically-detected
(ED) ESR studies of the N − VSi defect and the isolated
silicon vacancy centers which are formed in the course
of preparation of the planar 6H-SiC nanostructure without
any previous or subsequent electron (e) and neutron (n)
irradiation. The new EDESR technique used here allows
the identification of point and extended defects by measuring the only magnetoresistance without application of
an external cavity as well as a hf source and recorder,
with internal high frequency generation within frameworks
of the normal-mode coupling (NMC) caused by the
microcavities embedded in a semiconductor nanostructure [6].

The device has been prepared within frameworks of the
planar technology on the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) wafer doped
with nitrogen at the concentration of 5 · 1018 cm−3 . Firstly,
the pyrolysis of silane was used to obtain the oxide overlayer
on the 6H-SiC (0001) surface. Then, the photolithography
processes and subsequent etching were applied to make the
Hall geometry windows (see Fig. 1, a). Finally, the shorttime diffusion of boron has been performed from the gas
phase under controlled injection of the silicon vacancies at
the temperature of T = 900◦ C [7]. The shallow diffusion
profiles of boron were measured using the SIMS (secondary
ion mass spectrometry) technique that has revealed the
important role of the low temperature dissociative vacancy
diffusion mechanism due to excessive amount of the
silicon vacancies generated by the 6H-SiC−SiO2 interface
(Fig. 2, a).
The quantum conductance and tunneling spectroscopy
measurements have shown that the p+ -diffusion profile
obtained represents the ultra-narrow p-type quantum well
(QW) confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped with boron,
concentration N(B) > 1021 cm−3 [7]. Moreover, the negative differential resistance appeared to be observed under
the voltage applied both to the p+ −n junction and along
the device thereby verifying the correlation gap in the oneelectron band scheme of the δ-barriers (see Fig. 3, a). This
correlation gap as well as the fall in the electrical activity
of shallow boron acceptors contrary to high level of boron
doping seems to result from the negative-U reconstruction,
2B0 → B+ + B− along the c-axis (Figs. 1, b and 2, b).
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Figure 1. a — Device schematic, showing the perspective view of the 6H-SiC nanostructure performed within the frameworks of the
Hall geometry; the 6H-SiC nanostructure represents the p-type 6H-SiC quantum well confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped with boron
on the n-type 6H-SiC surface; the changes of the longitudinal, Uxx , and the transverse, Uxy , voltage are measured by varying the value
of the external magnetic field when the drain−source current, I ds , is stabilized at the extremely low value. b — Silicon carbide politype
6H-SiC.
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Figure 2. a — SIMS data for the p+ -boron diffusion profile on the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) surface; the short-time diffusion of boron has
been performed under controlled injection of silicon vacancies at the temperature of 900◦ C after previous oxidation using the pyrolysis of
silane. b — Negative-U dipole boron centers in 6H-SiC; 2B0 → B+ + B− .

It should be noted that the dipole boron centers in
6H-SiC similarly to the trigonal B+ + B− pairs in silicon
appeared to be the effective internal broadband source of

the GHz and THz emission, with the frequency selection
dependent on the characteristics of the n-type 6H-SiC
substrate as a load resistance (see Fig. 3, b) [6,8]. Therefore
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Figure 3. Correlation energy gap in the one-electron band scheme of the 6H-SiC nanostructure that represents the p-type 6H-SiC
quantum well confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped with boron on the n-type 6H-SiC surface. a — The correlation energy gap in the
valence band of the δ-barriers which is caused by forming the negative-U dipole boron centers, 2B0 → B+ + B− , is revealed by measuring
the longitudinal current−voltage characteristics, I xx = f (Uds ), as a function of the positive and the negative values of drain−source voltage,
Uds , at the temperature of 77 K; the insert shows the one-electron band scheme of the 6H-SiC nanostructure with the correlation gap near
the valence band of the δ-barriers. b — The oscillating dependence dI ds /dUxx = f (Uxx ) that was measured by varying the values of the
stabilized drain−source current at the temperature of 77 K appears to result from the GHz emission due to the excitation of the dipole
boron centers in the δ-barriers; the frequency selection at the value of 9.6 GHz was used by varying the value of a load resistance and by
incorporating the microcavities in the plane of the 6H-SiC nanostructure.

the δ-barriers heavily doped with boron substantially
promote the electrically and optically detected ESR
(EDESR and ODMR, respectively) techniques without
application of the external hf source in low-dimensional
semiconductor structures [6,9–12]. In this case the internal
hf emitter is able to excite the transitions between Zeeman
sublevels of free carriers and single point defects under both
drain−source and the p+ −n junction bias voltages, thereby
making possible the ESR measurements as the response
of conductance or luminescence by varying the external
magnetic field. Besides, to enhance the sensitivity of the
EDESR and ODMR techniques, the special microcavities
were incorporated into the plane of a nanostructure, with
the sizes corresponding to the frequencies, L = λ/2n,
where n is the refractive index, L is the microcavity size
and λ is the wavelength of the GHz and THz radiation.
Here the length of the δ-barrier area was picked up to
satisfy to the selection of the frequency value of 9.6 GHz.
When inserted in a microcavity, the hf excited Zeeman
system with two or more sublevels can be revealed in a
weak or strong coupling regime. For weak coupling, the
amplitude of ESR spectra can be enhanced or reduced by
tuning the discrete microcavity modes in and out resonance
conditions. By contrast, strong coupling is characterized
by the reversible energy exchange between the microcavity
mode and the hf induced Zeeman transitions, which is
expected to result in the Rabi splitting in the ESR (EDESR
and ODMR) spectra.
This coherent coupling seems
to be an analogue of well-known normal-mode coupling
(NMC) regime caused by the microcavities embedded in a
semiconductor nanostructure that is revealed by measuring
a Rabi splitting in optical spectra as a consequence of antiФизика и техника полупроводников, 2015, том 49, вып. 5

crossings between the quantum dot exciton and microcavitymode dispersion relations [13].
In addition to the aforesaid, the contribution to the
internal hf generation seems to be caused by the spin
precession of the B+ + B− dipole moment that results in the
Rabi oscillations and by the spin-dependent hole scattering
on the negative-U dipole boron centers that appears to
induce the Bloch oscillations. Besides, in the case of
homogeneous distribution of the dipole boron centers, the
δ-barriers have been shown to exhibit the properties of
high temperature superconductors. Therefore the internal
hf generation seems to result from the Josephson emission,
with the frequency selection controlled by measuring the
Shapiro steps [6].
Thus, the GHz emission from the δ-barriers appeared to
be a basis of the new EDESR technique by measuring the
dependences of the longitudinal, Ux x , and transverse, Ux y ,
voltages on the magnetic field value without an external hf
source and a recorder as well as the external cavity [6].
Here this EDESR technique was used to identify the silicon
vacancy related centers in the planar 6H-SiC nanostructure
that was not exposed to previous or subsequent e- and nirradiation. Finally, contrary to minor amounts of centers,
the N−VSi defect was identified for the first time in
the planar 6H-SiC nanostructure with the ESR Bruker
ELEXSYS E580 spectrometer at 9.7 GHz in the temperature
interval from T = 5 to 40 K.

3. Discussion
The EDESR spectra of the isolated silicon vacancy centers that have been formed in the process of the preparation
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Figure 4. The EDESR spectra of the isolated silicon vacancy centers in the p-type 6H-SiC QW confined by the δ-barriers heavily
doped with boron on the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) surface, which was observed by measuring the only Hall magnetoresistance without the
external cavity as well as the external hf source and recorder. B k c, T = 77 K, the frequency of the internal hf generation was equal
to ν = 9.6 GHz, and the drain−source current was stabilized at the value of I ds = 10 nA. The Rabi splitting is demonstrated, which is
attributed to the normal-mode coupling (NMC) with the isolated vacancy center embedded in the microcavity that is incorporated in the
6H-SiC planar nanostructure.
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Figure 5. The EDESR spectra of the isolated silicon vacancy centers in the p-type 6H-SiC QW confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped
with boron on the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) surface, which was observed by measuring the only longitudinal magnetoresistance without the
external cavity as well as the external hf source and recorder. B k c, T = 77 K, the frequency of the internal hf generation was equal to
ν = 9.6 GHz, and the drain−source current was stabilized at the value of I ds = 10 nA. The EDESR spectrum of residual shallow boron
centers in the 6H-SiC nanostructure is shown in insert.

of the 6H-SiC planar nanostructure are shown in Figs. 4
and 5. These spectra were observed by measuring the only
longitudinal or Hall magnetoresistance without the external
cavity as well as the external hf source and recorder at the
temperature of T = 77 K, in the geometry of the magnetic
field B and crystallographic axic c B k c, the frequency
of the internal hf generation was equal to ν = 9.6 GHz,
and the drain−source current was stabilized at the value
of I ds = 10 nA. The Rabi splitting is demonstrated when

the field dependent Ux y voltage is registered, which is
attributed to the normal-mode coupling (NMC) with the
isolated vacancy center embedded in the microcavity that
is incorporated in the 6H-SiC planar nanostructure. The
lack of the Rabi splitting in the EDESR spectrum observed
by measuring the Ux x voltage seems to be evidence of
very high sensitivity of the strong coupling regime to the
relation between the coherence length and the mutual
arrangements of contact areas. The role of the edge channels
Физика и техника полупроводников, 2015, том 49, вып. 5
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Figure 6. The EDESR spectrum of the N−VSi defect (S = 1) observed in the p-type 6H-SiC QW confined by the δ-barriers heavily
doped with boron on the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) surface, which was observed by measuring the only Hall magnetoresistance without the
external cavity as well as the external hf source and recorder. B k c, T = 77 K. The frequency of the internal hf generation was equal to
ν = 9.6 GHz, and the drain−source current was stabilized at the value of I ds = 10 nA. Fine structure resolved in the EDESR spectrum
appears to be evidence of the nitrogen presence (I = 1). Isolated nitrogen donor centers inside the 6H-SiC nanostructure were absent as
a result of interaction with silicon vacancies that seems to give rise to the formation of the N − VSi defects.

in the relative contribution of the weak and strong coupling
to the EDESR signal is also needed to be taken into
account.
The EDESR spectra shown in Figs. 4 and 5 appear to be
in a good agreement with the data obtained by the X-band
ESR and EDESR standard methods in the studies of the
isolated silicon vacancy centers created under e-irradiation
in the 6H-SiC bulk sample [14–16]. In particular, the central
line in Figs. 4 and 5 marked by VSi− is attributed to the
negatively charged silicon vacancy with S = 3/2, whereas
Физика и техника полупроводников, 2015, том 49, вып. 5

the lines indicated by VSi0 (h) and VSi0 (k 1 , k 2 ) are related to
the neutral charge silicon vacancy but in different positions
in the crystalline lattice. Symbols h“ and k 1 , k 2“ depict
”
”
the hexagonal and the quasi-cubic positions in the 6H-SiC
crystal that has a hexagonal symmetry with the symmetry
axis c (see Figs. 1, b and 2, b). It should be noted that the
different phase of the lines from the triplet VSi0 (h) center is
evidence of non-equilibrium spin polarization that seems to
be caused by the hf pumping from the δ-barriers heavily
doped with boron.
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Figure 7. The ESR spectrum (a) and the angular dependence of the fs structure constant D (b) of the triplet center observed in the
p-type 6H-SiC QW confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped with boron on the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) surface. a — The fine structure
resolved in the ESR spectrum of a triplet center is shown in insertion. b — The rotation of the magnetic field was in (1120) plane.
T = 20 K.

The presence of the residual shallow boron centers in
the EDESR spectrum are also worthy of notice, because
the most boron dopants are involved in the formation of
the negative-U dipole boron centers (see Figs. 4 and 5).
This result appears to highlight the high sensitivity of the
EDESR method used in both strong and weak coupling
regimes which allows the identification of the single centers
in semiconductor nanostructures. Since the measurements
of the magnetoresistance were performed without any light
illumination and injection of carriers from the contacts, the
spin-dependent scattering of spin-polarized holes on the
paramagnetic centers in the edge channels of the 6H-SiC
planar nanostructure appear to underlie the mechanism
of the EDESR method, with internal hf emission in the
presence of a microcavity [6]. Therefore the EDESR
sensitivity determined by the magnetoresistance response
appears to be interpreted here in terms of the interference
transition in the diffusive transport of free holes respectively
between the weak anti-localization regime (τS > τϕ > τm ) in
the region far from the ESR of a paramagnetic point defect
located inside the edge channel and the weak localization
regime (τϕ > τS > τm ) in the nearest region of the ESR
of that defect [6]. It follows that the important condition
to register this resonant magnetoresistance response is to
stabilize the drain−source current at the value lower than
10 nA, which provides the spin interference regimes in the
edge channels. Except the aforesaid it is necessary to
pay attention that the EDESR spectra shown in Figs. 4
and 5 were observed at the temperature of 77 K. This
unusual result seems to be a consequence of sharp increase
in the spin−lattice relaxation time of holes in the lowdimensional silicon structures [6,11,12]. Besides, the strong
anisotropy of the spin–lattice relaxation time seems to result
in the disappearance of the VSi0 (k 1 , k 2 ) lines in the EDESR
spectrum registered by measuring the field dependent Ux x
voltage (see Fig. 5).

The EDESR spectrum of the triplet N−VSi defect (S = 1)
consists of two strong lines located at 250 and 450 mT (see
Fig. 6). The high resolution of the EDESR method allowed
the registration of the N−VSi defect fine structure as a result
of which the lines of spectra are divided into three lines
due to nitrogen nuclear spin I = 1, with the value of the
hf splitting equal to 0.5 mT. The absence of the EDESR
lines related to the nitrogen donor center is of importance
to be noticed, which seems to result from the capture
of silicon vacancies practically all of them in the area of
the quantum well confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped
with boron. Besides, the sensitive volume of the EDESR
method is about several nanometers in the depth of the
sample multiplied by Hall bar geometry area of the device
structure that hinders from the identification of defects in
the volume of the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) wafer. However the
EDESR method based on the registration of the negative or
positive magnetoresistance in the weak localization regime
under resonance conditions is highly sensitive inside the
QW area [6]. In particular, the EDESR spectrum of the
N−VSi defect shown in Fig. 6 reflects the contribution
from 5 · 104 centers taking account of the section area of
the edge channels in the device structure, 2 × 2 nm, while
the ordinary ESR method allows signal detection minimum
from 1010 spins.
This value corresponds to the maximum number of the
N−VSi defects which can be created by the capture of
silicon vacancies on nitrogen donors in the process of the
preparation of the device if to take into account the sizes of
the doping area. This important condition allowed the ESR
detection of the N−VSi defects in the same device with the
highly sensitive Bruker ELEXSYS E580 spectrometer (see
Fig. 7, a).
In addition to the dominant spectrum of the nitrogen
(N) donors substituting quasi-cubic (Nk 1 ,k 2 ) and hexagonal
(Nh ) sites originated from the n-type 6H-SiC (0001) bulk
Физика и техника полупроводников, 2015, том 49, вып. 5
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in Fig. 8 is described by the following expression:
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Figure 8. Angular dependence of the g eff (θ) obtained from
experiment and theory.

area, a fine structure (fs) doublet lines of small intensity
with fs splitting of 1B k = 237.6 mT is observed in the
temperature interval from 5 to 40 K and is related to the
triplet center with S = 1. The fact that the fs lines corresponding to the electron transitions (M S = 1 → M S = 0;
M S = −1 → M S = 0) were detected in darkness confirms a
triplet ground state of the defect center. When the amplitude
modulation of the magnetic field was taken smaller than the
width of the triplet lines, as can be seen from Fig. 7, a,
three hyperfine (HF) lines can be well resolved in the ESR
spectrum of the defect center with value of the HF splitting
of ∼ 0.5 mT. The presence of the three HF lines indicates
its origin from the HF interaction with one 14 N nuclei
(S = 1/2 and I = 1). Thus, triplet center seems to consist
of the nitrogen atom and silicon vacancy introduced into
the device in the process of its preparation. Since there are
three nonequivalent positions for the impurities and defects
in the 6H-SiC lattice, it is expected that this property is
also attributed to the observed defect. Therefore different
intensities of the central HF triplet line and sidelines in
Fig. 7, a can be explained by the contribution of the ESR
spectrum due to the defect substituting a hexagonal site
in the central line, which has a smaller unresolved HF
structure. From the ratio between the central and side lines
of the nitrogen triplet, it was concluded that the triplet with
the HF splitting of the 0.5 mT value corresponds to the
defect substituting one quasi-cubic position. The angular
dependence of the ESR spectrum shown in Fig. 7, b that
was measured by the rotation of the magnetic field in the
plane inclusive the c axis appears to demonstrate the angular
variation characteristic for a spin S = 1 center.
The experimental angular dependence of the effective
g-factor of ESR spectrum one can obtain taking the halfsum of the resonance fields of two spectral components:
g eff (θ) = 2hω0 /β(H −1 + H +1 ), where g eff (θ) is an effective
anisotropic g-factor of the center, H −1 , H +1 are the lowfield and high-field components of the resonance field of
ESR spectrum; ω0 is the microwave field frequency. The
obtained experimental angular dependence g eff (θ) plotted
Физика и техника полупроводников, 2015, том 49, вып. 5

The difference between the function describing the
experimental curve in Fig. 8 and the axially symmetric angular dependence of the g-factor expressed by
g = (g k cos2 θ + g ⊥ sin2 θ)1/2 arises from the last term in
Eq. (1). Because of the large value of the fs splitting it
was suggested that the second order of the crystalline field
contributes into this term. Ignoring the term describing the
HF interaction the spin Hamiltonian for the paramagnetic
S = 1 center with axial crystalline field D and axial g-tensor
(g k , g ⊥ ) is described as

Ĥ = g k H z S z + g ⊥ (H x S x + H y S y ) + D S 2z − S(S + 1)/3 .
(2)
Since the crystal-field term is large, to analyze the
parameters of the triplet center the direct numerical diagonalization of the spin-Hamiltonian matrix was required. To
this end the laboratory axes system was rotated so that the
spin Hamiltonian may be written in a diagonal form in the
applied magnetic field B 0 = (0, sin θ, cos θ):


Ĥ = gH z ′ S z ′ + D 0 S 2z ′ − S(S + 1)/3



− D 1 S z (S + + S − ) + (S + + S − )S z + D 2 S 2+ + S 2− 2,


D 0 = 0.5D 3g 2k cos2 (θ)/g 2 − 1 ,
g 2 = g 2k cos2 (θ) + g 2⊥ sin2 (θ),
D 1 = Dg k g ⊥ sin(2θ)/(4g 2 ), D 2 = Dg 2⊥ sin2 (θ)/g 2 . (3)
Then the secular equation for the eigenvalues of the Ĥ
on the spin wave functions | − 1i, |0i, |1i is given by
g(θ)H + D 0 − ε
d1
d2
where

d1
−ε
−d1

d2
=0
−d1
−g(θ)H + D 0 − ε

(4)

√
d1 = Dg k g ⊥ sin(2θ)/(2 2g 2 ),
d2 = 0.5D(g 2⊥ /g 2 ) sin2 (θ).

Solving Eq. (4) at an angle of θ = 0, we have found
the constant of the crystalline field D = 120 mT and
g k = 1.9700. For the case of θ = 90◦ , d1 = 0, d2 = 0.5D
the solution of Eq. (4) yields g ⊥ = 1.9964. With the
values of g k , g ⊥ , D the angular dependence of the gfactor for arbitrary angle θ can be obtained by the numerical
calculation of the cubic equation derived from Eq. (4):
ε 3 − aε 2 − bε − c = 0

(5)

2
where a = 2D 0 , b = (g 2 H res
+ d22 + 2d12 − D 20 ), c = 2D 0 d12
2
+ 2d1 d2 .
Because of the large value of the crystalline field constant D, the constant c in Eq. (5) cannot be neglected and
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Parameters of the spin Hamiltonian for triplet centers observed in the 6H-SiC nanostructures, e-irradiated synthetic bulk diamond and
n-irradiated bulk 6H-SiC of the n-type
Center

S

T,K

N−V
(diamond e-irradiated)

1

NC −VSi
(6H-SiC n-irradiated)

1

3.5
70
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1

5−40

A, mT

D, 10−4 cm−1

References
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885

[18]

g k = 1.9700(3)
g ⊥ = 1.9961(3)

Ak = 0.55
A⊥ = 0.45

1140

This
work

g-factor

the result of numerical calculation for g eff (θ) = ω0 /(βH res ),
shown in Fig. 7, b by the solid line, indicates that the term
proportional to cos(4θ) in Eq. (1) arises from constant c.
The parameters of the triplet center obtained from numerical
diagonalization of the spin Hamiltonian are given in Table.
For comparison, the parameters of the N−VSi triplet
centers containing in their structure nitrogen atoms which
were observed previously in electron irradiated (dose
1012 −1015 cm−2 ) and annealed at 900◦ C synthetic diamond
and in neutron irradiated (dose 1021 cm−2 ) n-type 6H-SiC
after high temperature annealing at 2000◦ C are listed in
Table.
As can be seen from Table, the observed triplet centers
have close values of the fs splitting constants and were
attributed to the defect center formed between nitrogen
atom and vacancy. The triplet center observed in the 6H-SiC
nanostructure has larger fs constant than that observed in
irradiated synthetic diamond and 6H-SiC. At the same time
the hf splitting due to the interaction with 14 N nucleus
has the same value as for the triplet center observed in
the n-irradiated 6H-SiC at the temperature of 5 K. Taking
into account that silicon vacancy (VSi ) is more mobile at
the temperature of 900◦ C than the carbon vacancy (VC )
and appears to dominate as a carrier in the process of low
temperature impurity diffusion into the n-type 6H-SiC bulk
samples, the observed triplet center was also attributed to
the N−VSi related center.

4. Conclusions
The electron spin resonance (ESR) and electrically-detected (ED) ESR studies have been shown to
the isolated silicon vacancy and N−VSi defect that are
formed during the preparation of the planar nanostructures
under the conditions of the silicon vacancy injection from
the SiO2 /n-6H-SiC interface without any previous and
subsequent irradiations. This planar 6H-SiC nanostructure
represents the ultra-shallow quantum well of the p-type
confined by the δ-barriers heavily doped with boron on the
n-6H-SiC surface, which are self-assembled under oxidation
process and subsequent short-time diffusion of boron. The
EDESR measurements of the point defects in planar 6H-SiC
nanostructures have been proved within frameworks of the

Hall geometry by measuring the only magnetoresistance
without the external cavity as well as the hf source and
recorder owing to the microcavities embedded in the QW
plane and internal hf generation from the δ-barriers heavily
doped with boron. The EDESR spectrum of the isolated
silicon vacancy revealed both negative state (S = 3/2) and
the neutral VSi (h), VSi (k 1 , k 2 ) states (S = 1). Besides, N−VSi
defect has been found by both the EDESR method at the
temperature of 77 K and the ESR (X-band) method with the
high sensitive ESR spectrometer Bruker ELEXSYS E580 in
the temperature interval from 5 to 40 K, with demonstration
of very identical spectra of the triplet center (S = 1). The
hyperfine lines in the ESR and EDESR spectra originating
from the HF interaction with the 14 N nucleus seem to
attribute this triplet center to the N−VSi defect.
The N−VSi spectrum characterized by the splitting value
equal to 1B = 237.6 mT has been observed using the
ESR (X-band) technique however with the nitrogen ESR
spectrum corresponding to the nitrogen concentration in
the n-type 6H-SiC bulk crystal, 5 · 1018 cm−3 , whereas the
EDESR spectrum revealed no nitrogen centers, because of
the full occupation by silicon vacancies inside the planar
6H-SiC nanostructure.
Finally, the striking result obtained in this work is that
in distinction from the known N−VSi defects observed in
the e-irradiated diamond and in the heavy n-irradiated and
high temperature annealed n-type 6H-SiC, the N−VSi center
characterized by the larger value of the zero-field splitting
constant D and anisotropic g-factor was found in the nonirradiated 6H-SiC nanostructure.
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